RAN Errata & Clarifications
September, 2007

Rules
8.61 Gunfire Induced Aggression: Enemy units receiving a Must Shock that will attack in a friendly Shock segment cannot be targets of friendly Shock attacks.

10.29 Replace with: “At the conclusion of the Individual Combat, all Busho/Samurai are returned to their owning Busho or the hex the Busho occupied at the start of the phase and the Samurai Challenge Phase is over.”

Scenario Book
Suriagehara
Ashina’s Contingent begins the game active and remains so until that Contingent enters play, then Activation is determined by 5.21

Charts and Tables
Card #3 Nagakute Terrain Chart – The cost for Changing facing one vertex in and the Cost for Moving Through another unit in Open Order is 0 MP

Card #4 Nunobeyama Terrain Cart - The cost for Heavy Woods in Close Order is 3.

Card #5, Leadership Summary Chart - Ignore the Busho Movement Order row in the Rating section of the chart.

Maps
Nagakute
The following hexes are should be Rice Paddies: 2611, 2612, 2614-2620; 2511, 2412, 2512, 2515-2519; 2712, 2714-2719, 2416-2420, 2315, 2316, 2114, 2115, 2212, 2311;